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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I had to quit I was getting strong complaints of my body odour when on the dmso very dissapointing
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I am still using it. Only a month on it. No results as far as pain relief is concerned but seeing some changes.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Your work is excellent. I also did the colon massage and bought a few of the items for a friend. I drank bone broth as
well which was very soothing. I now drink 20-40 oz of water every morning when I wake up and take probiotics. Then a
cup of bone broth. Afterwards vitamin c with msm. Aloe vera juice is added to my water. I sometimes rotate between
lilly of the desert or the trader joe's brand. Thanks to you I now masterfully massage by colon and have large releases.
I've always had the squatty potty so this adds to it all. Thanks so much.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

10% better - almost no improvement in my symptoms,
energy or heath markers

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

No

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Didn't help digestive issues at all. I did lose 30 pounds though, that was a plus.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

20% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I did external only and felt that the oil pack also helped a lot!
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) ,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) , Yes, Aloe Vera,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI), Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I dont have strictures, i use the suppsitories at night when I am bleeding along with Jini's healing enema. Im not sure if
it works but would still reccommend. Didnt know there was an oral protocol that went with it..
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

I stayed with the protocol for 4 weeks and i 'm taking a week off. I will get back on it in a week. What I had was bowel
obstruction and I haven't had any episodes so far. I know that I may have more so I will get back on it. I have found
another source for product and they are working just fine, but thank you Jini.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

100% better - fully healed, no sign of disease

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Be prepared to have family and even complete strangers make comments about a "strong smell!" trailing you wherever
you go (from your pores). Some say it's like garlic, others like, "salad," LOL. Either way it's potent to those with sensitive
sniffers. But results are so good that it's worth being smelly (short term - 12-24 hours from ingestion).
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
After a while I could not use the DMSO as it itched my skin too much to tolerate. And so I omitted it for internal use just
to be safe.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

100% better - fully healed, no sign of disease

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Mom had stricture. Your protocol cleared it in 3 days after I got her out of the hands of the clueless V. A.. Idiots just
starved her because too old to operate on.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Haven't done it yet .... I Am getting started in the next few weeks !!!
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

The protocol made my symptoms worse

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

No

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
My symptoms got much worse after 2 months on the protocol. I ended up having an intestinal perforation, due to the
pressure on the structure, and having emergency surgery. I am doing much better now but regret trying the protocol. I
think if I had opted for medical treatment it may have delayed surgery, or if I had chosen to have the surgery before I
was in a dangerous situation it would have been smarter.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) ,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
If it was for myself, I probably would have done the whole protocol, but for a child, I can't be sure what's going on in
side. I've tried DMSO for myself and it burns...I'm a redhead. Hard to guage the iodine. Did castor oil was soothing and
my friend found that that alone cleared up her daughters cronic appendicitis. Did buy George aloe vera. Didn't give that a
good try.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

75% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
It was too harsh for me. Sent me back into a flare.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

75% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

I would love to talk with you directly sometime. I could explain to you what my husband's issues are and how this
protocol has really helped him! He is about 10 weeks into it, and his surgery follow up appointment is January 4th.
Thanks for your research and developing a help for adhesions and strictures!
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I've followed the protocol several times pretty much to the letter and feel I got relief - to this day I continue to apply just
the castor oil, cover and heat direct to the area and fall asleep to either Jini's healing meditation or sleep meditation
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

The protocol made my symptoms worse

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
The pro biotics made me sick, I did not realize right away what was making me sick so I kept doing the protocol but after
being sick 3 times I stopped. I do think it may have helped reduce some scar tissue, I don't get sick as often as I used
to. I may try again in the future.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

The protocol made my symptoms worse

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I was disappointed that It didn't work for me but I have heard really good things about it so I would still recommend
someone give it a try before resorting to surgery. I developed neuropathy while trying it- and it went away as soon as I
discontinued it- other wise I may have tried doing it for longer. However, it did seem to make my symptoms worse
instead of better.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

20% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I am in week 2 now, the condition is getting better as the cysts are slowly reducing. It takes time but the improvement is
there. I will continue because I think it does work. I am using 20% solution, not yet at 30%.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

30% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I only used the external application. I think it helped but I'm not sure yet. I have only been using it for 3 weeks now.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

60% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I modified the castor oil pack. Instead of using flannel, I put the castor oil on and wrapped in cellophane (clear plastic
wrap) then used a heating pad at nite.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Aloe Vera

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I started out feeling as if I had a complete blockage, which has diminished to feeling like there is a much smaller knot in
that location. I was nauseous every day, which has gone away. I was in pain every day, which has diminished to about
twice a week. Thanks
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI), Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

As a 10 year medication induced IBS sufferer your website has provided me with years of info. However after
complications from a gallbladder removal in January of this year, and an unknown diagnosis for debilitating chronic pain
that all the physicians I went to kept saying it's your GI and finally after a colonoscopy came back healthy and clean the
stress level of the pain and unknown cause of my pain around my navel - I had a lengthy bout with my IBS and had to
resort to serious microbes to get myself back to my bowel normal. The interest in the stricture heal was due to the
research in trying to find the root to my chronic "abdominal pain" and that lead to "adhesion disorder". That was not the
issue, my condition was related to complex nerve damage.
I do suggest & recommend your site to others.
Thank you
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I take 100% responsibility for the success or lack of success I have had. My problem is I will be dong great and not
want to go through with the treatment.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

10% better - almost no improvement in my symptoms,
energy or heath markers

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

hi jini, i intend to give it another try, this time doing it internally as well. when i tried to ingest dmso in the past it would
projectile vomit as soon as it hit my throat. that was a few years ago, so i am going to try and give it another whirl in the
next short while. thank you for all you do. any ideas on how to get healthy are always appreciated! :) (you never know
what tweak or protocol is going to be the difference maker!)
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

I have UC that may stem from a 1986 MAP infection. My dad had Crohns disease and it was rarely under control. After I
started using the topical protocol I noticed fluid buildup and scar tissue disappeared from an old leg injury. My UC
symptoms have improved mildly but the protocol didn't seem to affect an infected area of scar tissue in my rectum. Said
area has been problematic for decades and recently caused a buildup of scar tissue. The only thing that has reduced
the inflammation/infection is serrapeptase and colloidal silver 2x/day orally. If I can kill the MAP infection I'll refocus on
the scar protocol.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) , Yes, Aloe Vera,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Respondent skipped this
question

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI), Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Oregano oil cleared up intestinal infection. I was already on + continue probiotics. Still have trouble with intestinal sulfur
gas. Enzymes used to prevent 95% of gas but don't seem to work anymore. Also acne for past year. I need to review
your website for more ideas. Thank you.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

75% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I still struggle and have not resolved the long term constipation problems that are at the root of the problem ( I believe)
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Aloe Vera

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Colloidal Silver, No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I am only on day 5 currently just doing the topical I have a follow up appointment with my doctor Feb 7. I'm not really
sure how I will know if I the structure is doing any better unless she orders a ultrasound. She wants me on drugs and I
refuse so I'm not sure how this is going to go.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) ,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I believe what helped me the most was the use of the enzyme serrapetase- it took time but now I am better
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

30% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

10% better - almost no improvement in my symptoms,
energy or heath markers

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Dear Jini,
Many thanks for sharing your knowledge in this area. I have only recently added the internal/oral protocol to the external
one, so my results my not be seen as yet.

I was wondering if you'd be able to share any ideas re gastritis, of course if you have had any experience or can
recommend anyone who is knowledgeable or experienced (please email me if you do.)
Thanks for all your help and please be mindful that your efforts are eye openers for me and I cannot image what state
I'd be in if you never gave me hope.
Kind regards
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I'm surprised this survey is so short and simple, and lacks detail. I will expand upon my answers below. I'm grateful for
your new approach to healing strictures!
I generally do 2 oral treatments and 1 topical treatment every day, and would like to add 1 treatment each per day.
Sometimes I skip a treatment.
The only item I didn't purchase of your recommended brands was the oregano oil. Mine is a 70% carvacrol for 4 drops. I
take 9 drops each dose.
I also did not follow the dietary aspect, but tried to keep it liquid and healthy. I ate smoothies with hemp or rice protein,
bananas, and my choice of fruits, vegetables, spices, and supplements about 2/3 of the time. Sometimes I ate pureed
soups. When I ate solid food, I avoided any insoluble fiber. I avoided my triggers (gluten, sugar, dairy, peppers) at least
2/3 the time.
I struggle way too much with emotional eating, but I am working on it. I’ve had extensive childhood trauma. Life has not
been easy as a result of the symptoms the trauma has led to.
I stopped the SSKI after 22 days out of concern that it might be harming me. Although I still have topical treatment left
with SSKI in it that I’m using until it’s gone. I always have symptoms of a messed up thyroid (fatigue, dizziness, hair
loss- but not too much, generally thin hair), although I've never received test results showing that. I will do another 3
weeks of SSKI after I get my annual thyroid test results back in March.
I think this protocol is worth a try, but I don't try to convince anyone to do it. I talk about my experience and the reasons
behind what I'm doing. If anyone wants to know more, I'll gladly share your protocol with them.
Even though I have times of low energy still, it seems I have more energy/stamina. I have a lot less pain and bloating.
No more of what I call "episodes" of cramping, fever/chills/malaise/fatigue followed by vomiting and a large type 4 BM
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No more of what I call "episodes" of cramping, fever/chills/malaise/fatigue followed by vomiting and a large type 4 BM
since I've been on this protocol.

My bowel movements seemed to have a pattern I don't understand. It seems new, but maybe I'm just noticing it now.
Maybe the protocol is making it consistent, but it isn't good. I often get a BM that starts with Type 1 and ends with Type
4. Occasionally I have a day without a BM. I also have days with multiple BMs, healthy BMs, or diarrhea. Diarhhea
usually comes after eating chocolate, dairy, or at the beginning of my period.
I think I have a better idea of where the strictures are now that I do a lot more massage.
The protocol was a slow start for me. Figuring out the financials and logistics was the hardest part. I'm still committed to
doing this at least through late Spring. I would like to know if a maintenance program of reduced dosages is ok because
I don't see Medicaid or Medicare paying for an ultrasound to find out what's going on in here, but I want to be sure I’m
making progress.
Some background in case you don’t know my situation. I always had gut trouble, but it got much worse at age 16.
Diagnosed with gastritis. At 18, I was diagnosed with IBS and basically dismissed and given drugs that made it worse. I
suffered all those years. At 34 I was fed up, got better insurance, and tried harder to get to the bottom of it. A
colonoscopy ruled out Crohn’s and brought no real help, just more drugs that made it worse. I started the Body Ecology
diet and learned about Weston A. Price’s research. I met a Network Care (or whatever it’s called now) chiropractor and
received treatment and guidance from him. He referred me to a Board certified nutritionist who started treating me for an
inflamed bowel. A lump was found by my gyno in my pelvic area. She directed me to see a gastroenterologist. I found a
new gastroenterologist because the old one did no good. She directed me to the emergency room after looking at my
cat scan. Then I was diagnosed with Crohn’s after the Cat scan, MRI, and blood tests proved it. I did steroids for a
while, but refused drugs. The gastroenterologist was nasty to me because of it. I found a new gastroenterologist who I
also fired because he believed that since I gained weight I was ok. I knew he was wrong. I also felt he was a
misogynist. I improved a lot with the nutritionists help. I gained my weight back. I still had problems because of scar
tissue. My next gastroenterologist convinced me I needed surgery, or I could die. I gave in because I was depressed. I
did the surgery my way. I chose the surgeon and only let him take out what I wanted taken out, if necessary. He
would’ve taken out part of my ileocecal valve and viable parts of my intestines simply because of the scar tissue
obstructing the way. I was given 2 strictureplasties, but they did little to help the blockages.
So here I am. I assume I had Crohn’s since I was 16 because of the symptoms I experienced, and didn’t have a clue
what to do about it until I was 34. That’s 18 years of scar tissue build up. I’m guessing I may need to use this protocol for
a long time. What do you think?
I have a 26 page journal on this protocol that I would share if you want it, with the note that it not be altered. It includes
questions and suggestions highlighted in yellow.
I had previously sent a list of at least 19 questions to someone on your team, and received only 6 answers - not all even
directly answered the question. I was unable to find my 19 questions, but did see that someone named Arghen altered
the document. It could be my own mistake.
In the future, if it is needed , please make changes on a new file with a different name to avoid any loss of my
information. Thanks!
Thank you for sharing this protocol and for sharing your insights.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide)

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

60% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

60% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

I have only been doing the program for one week. I believe that I have a stricture as a result of repeated diverticulitis
episodes, and I have been experiencing loose or very narrow stool and stomach pain since May or June of this year.
The soonest I could get an appointment with a gastroenterologist was February 8, so when I found your blog and ebook
online, it made sense to me and I decided to try it. I have been following the protocol as closely as possible. Some days
I can't do the heated castor oil pack, but I always at least apply the topical stricture heal with castor oil on top while I
have breakfast. I have been on a liquid diet for lunch and dinner, and then I eat a light dinner.
I am having one problem that I would like your input on. The oral structure heal is causing pretty severe headaches a
short time after I take it. I am a "caffeine addict", and the headache is a cross between a caffeine headache and a sinus
headache. If I take caffeine before the stricture heal, the headache isn't as bad, so I'm guessing that the stricture heal
dilates my blood vessels, causing the headache, and the caffeine constricts them. Do you have any idea which
component might be causing this, or how I should deal with it?
After only one week, my stool consistency is NORMAL most of the time, and almost of normal size. I am THRILLED,
and if this improvement continues, I will happily cancel my doctors appointment in February!
Thank you for your help. Looking forward to hearing from you!
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Below 50% - I implemented less than half of what was
recommended in the StrictureHeal eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Hi Jini, My son had to go through surgery before we could follow the protocol, after the surgery we have been doing the
castor oil pack but I cannot tell if there is any difference as he is doing well now.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI), Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

The protocol made my symptoms worse

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
The DMSO made me break out and feel worse inside.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) ,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I think anything is worth trying when you are suffering. I did mainly the oral protocol and worked on diet, so I don't know
the exact/combined source of my improvement. I did do the castor oil packs, but not the DMSO topically.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

50% - I only did half the protocol (internal or external),
or I only applied/ingested it about half the
frequency/dosage of what was suggested, or I left out
an ingredient

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

I quit before completing the protocol

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

No

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

100% better - fully healed, no sign of disease

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I also added colonic therapy. Ran liquid diet for 2 weeks then residual to 3 weeks.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

85% - I only missed a few times

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) , Yes, Aloe Vera,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

50% - about half of my symptoms disappeared, or my
health improved 50%

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI)

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
As far as the stricture protocol went, my mom was longer impacted. However, she had stage 4 ovarian cancer. Her
oncologist and hospice nurse believed that her life was extended by about two months due to taking these steps. Her
passing was more gentle than expected
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
What I eventually found out is I had a tumor albeit cancerous located in my colon. It was 90% blockage when I had it cut
off. I now have a ostomy bag. I am eating healthy again and trying to figure out ways to shrink my tumor. They left 15" so
maybe someday I can get reconnected once the tumor and cancer are gone. Any suggestions that truly work?
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
I tried to get my daughter to use it but she opted for surgery. She has severe Lupus and couldn't stop eating so the top
part of her stomach was removed. Some five years later scar tissue locked the bottom of her oesophagus and she
could only drink water. So when she looked like a skeleton she was given a nasal to stomach tube and built up with
Complan. She then had a stomach bypass, but even for that they had to cut away scar tissue to get a tube in. She is
home now with UTI. What i am hoping is that when she is feeling better she will try your protocol to get rid of the
remaining scar tissue. I have the organic castor oil ready.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

100% better - fully healed, no sign of disease

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) ,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

80% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Excellent
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Respondent skipped this
question

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

I must of passed over your web site. I am very interested. can you tell me more? Is this for intestinal problems?
Gastroparesis......?I would like you website info....very interested....thank you
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

75%

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

No, I substituted brand names because I bought 1 or
more ingredients elsewhere

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) , Yes, Aloe Vera,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

100% better - fully healed, no sign of disease

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI), Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Im in australlia so i did the best i could with brands. It saved me surgery. Very gratefull
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, Colloidal Silver

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
My wife passed away.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

No

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

Yes

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

100% better - fully healed, no sign of disease

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback, advice, stories, etc. are welcome!
Multiple doctors visits, multiple endoscopies, colonoscopies was very results. The only thing that cured me 100% and
was able to help me get pregnant, was the structure heal protocol.I still take probiotics daily, and watch what I eat, but
feel I have recovered and I'm not battling constant stomach problems.
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Q1: How closely did you follow the instructions - or carry
out the Internal or External protocol as advised?

100% - I did everything exactly as Jini advised in the
eBook

Q2: Did you buy the brands (ingredients) as suggested
by Jini?

Yes

Q3: Did you leave out one or more of the recommended
ingredients? (Select all that apply)

Yes, DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) , Yes, Aloe Vera,

Q4: Did you do BOTH the internal/oral protocol and the
external/topical StrictureHeal?

No

Q5: How would you rate your improvement in symptoms
after completing the StrictureHeal Protocol?

75% better

Q6: Would you recommend the StrictureHeal Protocol to
a friend? Is it worth a try?

Yes

Q7: Comments - any and all comments, feedback,
advice, stories, etc. are welcome!

Respondent skipped this
question

Yes, Potassium Iodide (SSKI), Yes, Colloidal Silver
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